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RECENT JUDICIAL 
MISCONDUCT CASES
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Case Trends

Ex Parte Communications

Misuse of Social Media

Abuse of Contempt Authority

Inappropriate Demeanor

Personal Misconduct
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Increase in frequency of charged misconduct by judicial
officers:

Pre-2019—two to four cases per year

2019 and 2020—six cases each year

2021—Three decisions, plus six cases pending @ SCO
or BPC

2022—three decisions, four cases pending @ BPC (two
hearings last month; one in October)

CASE  TRENDS

EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS
JUD. COND. R. 2.9

ODC v. Salerno, 2019-Ohio-435 (1-yr., stayed)—
contact through bailiff by defense counsel; unilateral
change in bond

ODC v. Goulding, 2020-Ohio-4588 (6-mos., stayed)—
multiple contacts with defendant and defense counsel;
ordered defendant released from jail

ODC v. Lemons, 2022-Ohio-3625 (public reprimand)—
independent investigation, failure to disqualify; judge’s
“good intentions” do not excuse compliance with Code

EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS
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ODC v. Porzio, 2020-Ohio-1569 (6-mos., stayed)—ex
parte conversation with pro se party, including
inappropriate comments about litigants; failure to
disqualify

ODC v. Winters, 2021-Ohio-2753 (6-mos., stayed)—
multiple online communications with party to several
proceedings; unilateral modification of order

EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS

MISUSE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

ODC v. Berry, 2021-Ohio-3864 (6-mo. suspension,
stayed)—Facebook usage, sexual harassment

ODC v. Winters, supra

MISUSE OF SOCIAL MEDIA 
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ABUSE OF CONTEMPT AUTHORITY
JUD. COND. R. 1.2, 2.2, 2.8; 

PROF. COND. R. 8.4(d)

ODC v. Bachman, 2020-Ohio-6732 (6-mo.
suspension)—inappropriate, excessive use of contempt
following a brief disturbance outside courtroom

ODC v. Repp, 2021-Ohio-3923 (1-yr. suspension)—
found courtroom spectator in contempt for refusing a
drug test

ABUSE OF CONTEMPT AUTHORITY

Bachman lessons (¶¶33-36 of opinion):

 “[a] prodigious power that is not to be invoked for
actions that offend one’s sensibilities or when a
judicial officer feels personally affronted or
disrespected.”

 “Disciplinary cases involving an abuse of judicial
power, particularly one depriving a person of his or
her liberty, are a significant violation of public trust.”

ABUSE OF CONTEMPT AUTHORITY
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Bachman lessons (¶¶33-36 of opinion):

“[w]hen lawyers become judicial officers, they are held
to an additional—and higher—standard of conduct.
This is particularly so because of the many ways in
which a judicial officer can deprive a person of
property and, more importantly, of liberty.”

“Sending someone to jail is not the adult equivalent of
sending a child to his or her room for a time-out.”

ABUSE OF CONTEMPT AUTHORITY

Bachman lessons (¶¶33-36 of opinion):

An actual suspension is “compelled” by Bachman’s
misconduct, “but is also necessary to send a strong
message to the members of the judiciary, to deter
similar violations in the future, and to make crystal
clear to the public that this type of misconduct will not
be tolerated.”

ABUSE OF CONTEMPT AUTHORITY

Repp (¶¶30-32):
Spectator did absolutely nothing to justify judge’s

attention and order that she undergo drug testing.
Spectator suffered “great personal indignities and
emotional distress.”
Judge’s failure to accept responsibility for conduct.
A one-year actual suspension “will best protect the

public and send a strong message to the judiciary that
this type of judicial misconduct will not be tolerated.”

ABUSE OF CONTEMPT AUTHORITY
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JUDICIAL DEMEANOR
JUD. COND. R. 2.8(B)

ODC v. Carr, 2022-Ohio-3633 (indefinite suspension)—five
counts and a “breathtaking number of infractions”
Improper issuance of warrants during Covid and

misrepresentations regarding conduct
Engaging in ex parte communications and improper plea

bargaining; rendering arbitrary dispositions
Improper use warrants and bonds to compel payment of

fines and costs
Lack of decorum and dignity
Abuse of contempt authority

ODC V. CARR

Stated in open court, “The prosecutor isn’t here. Let’s
see how much we can get away with.”

Unilaterally recommended pleas to 34 unrepresented
defendants and omitted plea colloquy. In six cases,
amended charges and falsely attributed amendments
to prosecutor who was not present.

Arbitrarily waived fines/costs based on birthdays and
other irrelevant factors.

ODC V. CARR
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Issued arrest warrants based on failure to pay fines
and costs without assessing defendants’ ability to pay.

Bench resembled a “flea market;” presided over court
in tank tops, t-shirts with slogans, spandex workout
shorts, tennis shoes.

Admonished defendants without cause; resented
being called “ma’am.”

ODC V. CARR

Charged one defendant with contempt for infractions
that took place outside her courtroom, presided over
hearing, and sentenced to 15 days in jail and five years
reporting probation.

ODC V. CARR

Sanction: Board recommended two-year suspension;
Court imposed an indefinite suspension (¶97):
oUnprecedented misconduct involving more than 100

incidents over a two-year period

oRepeated acts of dishonesty

oBlatant and systematic disregard of law

oDisrespectful treatment of staff and litigants

oAbuse of warrants and contempt authority

ODC V. CARR
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ODC v. O’Diam, 2022-Ohio-1370 (6-mo. suspension,
stayed)—lack of courtesy and dignity in addressing a
probate beneficiary

Beneficiary made comments at a county
commissioners’ meeting about the probate judge
hearing cases in which his daughter acted as counsel.

Judge convened a “status conference” at which the
executor and all beneficiaries were ordered to attend.

ODC V. O’DIAM

 Judge placed beneficiary under oath and proceeded, in
tandem with his daughter, to aggressively cross-examine the
beneficiary for more the 75 minutes.

Accused the beneficiary of “trash[ing]” the judge, taking a
“free shot,” engaging in slander, and making a personal
attack. Referred to beneficiary’s comments as “despicable.”

Board recommended a six-month suspension based on
“premediated abuse of judicial authority” and obvious harm
to the beneficiary.

ODC V. O’DIAM

Court rejected objections to the Board’s findings and
specifically referenced the Board’s credibility
determinations regarding the judge’s purpose for
conducting the conference and acceptance of
responsibility for his misconduct.

Court (5-2) sustained objection to the sanction and
imposed a six-month stayed suspension. Bachman
distinguished on absence of incarceration.

ODC V. O’DIAM
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Court opinion at ¶60:
“O’Diam berated Buccalo for nearly an hour for what he 
perceived to be Buccalo’s personal attack against him in an 
unfriendly public forum, allowed his daughter to continue 
his line of intemperate interrogation, and then appeared at 
the commissioners’ meeting the following week to once again 
accuse Buccalo of publicly disparaging and slandering him 
and [his daughter].” 

ODC V. O’DIAM

Pending demeanor cases:

ODC v. Hoover and ODC v. Gaul—both heard by BPC
in September

JUDICIAL DEMEANOR

PERSONAL MISCONDUCT
JUD. COND. R. 1.1, 1.2;
PROF. COND. R. 8.4(d)
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ODC v. Wochna and Dunn, 2018-Ohio-4492 and
2018-Ohio-4283 (6-mo. suspension, stayed)—
magistrates falsified time records

ODC v. Kramer, 2016-Ohio-5734 (1-year suspension,
stayed)—magistrate falsified time records

Gonzalez, Doherty, and Hawkins—all 2020 cases
involving DUI (public reprimands)

ODC v. Warner (pending)—felony convictions

PERSONAL MISCONDUCT

QUESTIONS

• Rick Dove:  rick.dove@bpc.ohio.gov
• Website:  www.bpc.ohio.gov
• Telephone:  614-387-9370
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